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Abstract. We describe a probabilistic polynomial-time process calculus
for analyzing cryptographic protocols and use it to derive compositionality properties of protocols in the presence of computationally bounded
adversaries. We illustrate these concepts on oblivious transfer, an example from cryptography. We also compare our approach with a framework
based on interactive Turing machines.
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1

Introduction

The design and verification of security protocols is a difficult problem. Some of
the difficulties come from subtleties of cryptographic primitives. Further difficulties arise because security protocols are required to work properly when multiple
instances of the protocol are carried out in parallel, where a malicious intruder
may combine data from separate sessions in order to confuse honest participants. Moreover, although the protocols themselves are often very simple, the
security properties they are supposed to achieve are rather subtle and should be
formulated with great care.
A variety of methods are used for analyzing and reasoning about security
protocols. Although such methods differ in significant ways, many of them
reflect the same basic assumptions about the way an adversary may interact
with the protocol or attempt to decrypt encrypted messages . In the common
model, largely derived from [10] and suggestions found in [24], a protocol adversary is allowed to choose among possible actions nondeterministically. This
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is a convenient idealization, intended to give the adversary a chance to find an
attack if there is one. In the presence of nondeterminism, however, the set of
messages an adversary may use to interfere with a protocol must be restricted
severely. Although the idealized assumptions make protocol analysis tractable,
they also make it possible to “verify” protocols that are in fact susceptible to
simple attacks that lie outside the adversary model. Another limitation is that
a deterministic or nondeterministic setting does not allow us to analyze probabilistic protocols. In other words, actual protocols use actual cryptosystems that
may have their own weaknesses, or might employ probabilistic techniques not
expressed in the idealized model.
Recently there have been several research efforts to relate the idealized model
to cryptographic techniques and the computational model based on probabilistic
polynomial-time computation, including [7, 16, 23, 25, 26, 3, 2, 9, 4]. While these
efforts develop rigorous mathematical settings carried out so far only “by hand”,
it is hoped that they will eventually lead to a new generation of “high fidelity”
automated tools for security analysis that will be able to express the methods
and concepts of modern cryptography.
Our initial contribution to this line of research was a formulation of a process calculus proposed in [16, 23] as the basis for a form of protocol analysis
that is formal, yet closer in foundations to the mathematical setting of modern
cryptography. The framework relies on a language for defining communicating polynomial-time processes. The reason we restrict processes to probabilistic
polynomial time is so that we can reason about the security of protocols by
quantifying over all “adversarial” processes definable in the language. In effect,
establishing a bound on the running time of an adversary allows us to relax the
simplifying assumptions. Specifically, it is possible to consider adversaries that
might send randomly chosen messages, or perform sophisticated (yet probabilistic polynomial-time) computation to derive an attack from messages it overhears
on the network. An important aspect of our framework is that we can analyze
probabilistic as well as deterministic encryption functions and protocols. Without a probabilistic framework, it would not be possible to analyze an encryption
function such as [11], for which a single plaintext may have more than one ciphertext.
Some of the basic ideas of our prior work are outlined in [16, 23]. Further
example protocols are considered in [17]. The closest technical precursor is [1],
which uses observational equivalence and channel abstraction but does not involve probability or computational complexity bounds. Prior work on CSP and
security protocols, e.g., [28, 29], also uses process calculus and security specifications in the form of equivalence or related approximation orderings on processes.
This approach is based on the intuition that security properties of a protocol P may be expressed by means of existence of an idealized protocol Q such
that for any adversary M , the interactions between M and P have the same observable behavior as the interactions between M and Q. The idea of expressing
security properties in terms of some comparison to an ideal protocol goes back at
least to [15, 6, 5, 20]. Here we emphasize a formalization of this idea by using ob-

servational equivalence, a standard notion from programming language theory.
That is, two protocols P and Q are observationally equivalent if any program
C[P ] has the same observable behavior as the program C[Q], with Q instead
of P . The reason observational equivalence is applicable to security analysis is
that it involves quantifying over all possible additional processes represented by
the contexts C[ ] that might interact with P and Q, in precisely the same way
that security properties involve quantifying over all possible adversaries. Our
framework is a refinement of this approach. In our asymptotic formulation [16,
23], observational equivalence between probabilistic polynomial-time processes
coincides with the traditional notion of indistinguishability by polynomial-time
statistical tests [13, 30], a standard way of characterizing cryptographic primitives.
In this paper we derive a compositionality property from inherent structural
properties of our process calculus. Basically, compositionality states that composing secure protocols remains secure. We obtain a general result of this kind
in two steps. We consider a notion of a secure realization, or, emulation of an
ideal protocol, motivated by [7] but here expressed by means of asymptotic observational equivalence. We show that the notion of emulation is congruent with
the primitives of the calculus. Compositionality follows because the security requirements are expressed in the form that a real protocol securely realizes an
ideal protocol.
We also illustrate some of these concepts on a traditional cryptographic example of oblivious transfer [27, 12, 14, 9]. We show how the natural security requirements may be expressed in our calculus in the form that a real protocol emulates an ideal protocol. Finally, we establish an important relationship between
the process calculus framework and the interactive Turing machine framework
discussed in [7, 9, 25, 26, 3]. Indeed, the work based on [7] provides an encyclopedic treatment of a number of security requirements in a compositional setting.
However, the framework of interactive Turing machines, even if optimal to deal
with complexity results, is rather low-level and does not seem naturally suited
for specification of and reasoning about cryptographic protocols. Moreover, the
framework of interactive Turing machines comes about from the connections between cryptography and complexity, and therefore, some effort must be spent to
obtain structural results, such as the composition theorem.
Basic definition and properties of the process calculus are discussed in Section
2. In Section 3 we discuss the notion of emulation, prove a general composition
theorem, and analyze the example of oblivious transfer. A comparison to the
interactive Turing machine model is given in Section 4. We conclude the paper
in Section 5.

2

Probabilistic polynomial-time process calculus

In this section, we describe a version of the probabilistic polynomial-time process
calculus [16, 23], with the intention of using of the calculus to derive compositionality properties of secure protocols.

2.1

Syntax

We assume as given once and for all a countable set C of channels. In a discussion
of security protocols it is common to consider a security parameter n ∈ N. From
now on, the symbol n is reserved to designate such security parameter. The role
of this parameter is twofold. It bounds the length of expressions that can be sent
through each channel by a polynomial in |n|, the length of n. This is written
into the syntax: we introduce a bandwidth map w : C → q, where q is the set
of all polynomials in one variable taking positive values on natural numbers.
Given a value n for the security parameter, a channel c can send messages with
at most w(c)(|n|) bits. It turns out that the security parameter also bounds all
the computation in the calculus by probabilistic polynomial time. This property
the calculus is proved in [23].
The protocol language consists of a set of terms, or functional expressions
that do not perform any communication, and processes, which can communicate
with each other.
We assume a set of numerical terms T (endowed with a set of variables
V ar) with the following two properties. For any probabilistic polynomial (in the
length of the security parameter n) time function f there is a term t ∈ T and
the associated probabilistic Turing machine Mt that computes f . Furthermore,
given any term t ∈ T , the associated probabilistic Turing machine Mt is always
probabilistic polynomial time, PPT, with input n and the numerical values of
variables of t. (An example of such a set of terms T is described in [22], but
the details of the construction are not needed here.) In order to ease notation,
we shall confuse a term t(x) with the a probabilistic polynomial time function
f (x, n) associated to the PPT machine Mt . Hence, one can envision T simply
as the set of all probabilistic polynomial time functions, neglecting any further
syntax. Once again, mind that all terms denote probabilistic polynomial time
functions in the length of the security parameter n. After fixing n, we denote by
P (t(a) → a) the probability of Mt (a, n) converging to a and P (t(a) = t0 (b)) the
probability of both associated Turing machines converging to the same value.
We now present our language of process expressions, a version of Milner’s
Calculus of Communicating Systems, CCS [21]. Bear in mind, though, that for
us the overall computation must be probabilistic polynomial time and hence we
use only polynomially bounded replication.
Definition 1. The language of process expressions L is obtained inductively as
follows:
1. 0 ∈ L (empty process: does nothing);
2. νc .Q ∈ L where c ∈ C and Q ∈ L (private channel: do Q with channel c
considered private);
3. htic ∈ L where t ∈ T and c ∈ C (output: transmit the value of t on channel
c);
4. (x)c .Q ∈ L where c ∈ C, x ∈ V ar and Q ∈ L (input: read value for x on
channel c and do Q);
5. [t1 = t2 ].Q ∈ L where t1 , t2 ∈ T and Q ∈ L (match: if t1 = t2 then do Q);

6. (Q1 |Q2 ) ∈ L where Q1 , Q2 ∈ L (parallel composition: do Q1 in parallel with
Q2 );
7. !q Q ∈ L where Q ∈ L and q ∈ q (polynomially bounded replication: execute
q(|n|) copies of Q in parallel).
Every input or output on a private channel must appear within the scope of
a ν-operator binding that channel, that is, the channel name in the scope of a
ν-operator is considered bound. A process is a process expression in which the
security parameter is replaced with a fixed natural number. Observe that the
length of any process expression in L is polynomial in |n|.
For each fixed value k of the security parameter, we can remove replication
by replacing each subexpression !q R of an expression Q by q(|k|) copies of R in
parallel, denoted Qk .
Let us also fix the following terminology and useful conventions. We assume
that in any process expression in L private channels are named apart from other
channels, which we call public. Analogously to first-order logic, a variable x is
said to occur free in a process expression Q ∈ L if there is an occurrence of x
that does not appear in the scope of a binding operator (x)c . The set of all free
variables of Q is called the parameters of Q and is denoted by PQ . A process
expression without parameters is called closed.
Intuitively, messages are essentially pairs consisting of a “channel name”
and a data value. The expression hM ic places a pair hc, M i onto the network.
The expression (x)c .P matches any pair hc, mi and continues process P with x
bound to the least significant w(c)(|n|) bits of value m, because of the bandwidth
restrictions. When (x)c .P corresponds to a pair hc, M i, the pair hc, M i is removed
from the network and is no longer available to be read by another process.
Evaluation of (x)c .P does not proceed unless or until a pair hc, mi is available.
Although we use channel names to indicate the intended source and destination of a communication, any process can potentially read any message, except
when a channel is bound by the ν-operator, hiding communication. However,
we only intend to use private channels for ideal specifications and for modeling various initial conditions in protocols regarding secret data, but we do not
use private channels for modeling actual protocols. This communication model
allows an adversary (or any process) to intercept a message between any two
participants in a protocol. Once read, a pair is removed so that an adversary has
the power to prevent the intended recipient from receiving a message. An adversary (or other process) may overhear a transaction without interfering simply
by retransmitting every communication that it intercepts.
Observe that the output primitive of the calculus allows us to compute the
image of a probabilistic polynomial time function f into some value a and send a
through a channel c (or part of it if the bandwidth of c is too small). Moreover,
the matching condition endows the calculus with the possibility of checking
whether two terms converge to the same value. As we shall see, by combining
these primitives we give a lot of power to the calculus.
In order to illustrate the flexibility of the process calculus we present the
following two examples:

Example 1 (RSA encryption and decryption).
Start by considering a very simple process S that knows some message M and
integers a, m and just outputs M a mod m, this dummy process can be presented
as S(M ) := hM a mod miu . Let us develop this just a bit more, and consider a
remote procedure that receives x and outputs xa mod m. This procedure can
be modeled by the following process: RP := (x)c .S(x).
Finally, consider that p, q are primes, and a, b are integers such that ab ≡
1 mod φ(pq). Consider the process RSA(a, b, pq) := Send(M ) | Rec, where
Send(M ) := hM a mod pqiu and Rec := νu0 .(x)u .hxb mod pqiu0 .
Here the sender sends a message encrypted with the receiver’s encryption key
a and the receiver decrypts with its decryption key b and stores the plaintext
privately.
Example 2 (Modular sequential composition). Suppose that a process Q(c → u)
receives inputs through public channels c, works these inputs in some way, and
returns relevant outputs through public channels u. If another process R needs
at some point to use Q, R just needs to feed Q with the required inputs, say
i and wait for Q to output through channels u. Indeed, process R could be
defined, for instance, as R := hiic |(x)u . R0 |Q(c → u).
2.2

Semantics

The semantics of a process Q is a Markov chain S(Q) over multisets of a special
kind of processes, which we call eligible. Intuitively, the states of S(Q) represent
reduction stages of the process and the transitions denote probabilistic choices
between reductions. Recall that only the values on public channels are observed,
and thus in the semantics these channels have special status.
The initial state S 0 of S(Q) is the multiset consisting of certain subprocesses
of Q running in parallel, that is, if Q = Q1 | . . . |Qm then S 0 = {Q1 , . . . Qm }
where the head operator of each Qi is not parallel composition. This setting
captures the idea that in the initial state all such subprocesses are available
for reduction. Actually, one obvious exception to this construction needs to be
considered: if Q = 0 then there is no process to be reduced, and so, S 0 is the
empty multiset. At this stage, we assume that the security parameter n is fixed,
and therefore, all iterations have been replaced by parallel compositions.
Taking into account the discussion above, it is clear that we have to distinguish processes with head operator different from parallel composition. We
call all these processes eligible for reduction and they can be defined formally as
follows:
Definition 2. The set of eligible processes E is defined inductively as follows:
–
–
–
–

0 ∈ E;
htic ∈ E where t ∈ T and c ∈ C;
(x)c .Q ∈ E where c ∈ C, x ∈ V ar and Q ∈ L;
[t1 = t2 ].Q ∈ E where t1 , t2 ∈ T and Q ∈ L;

In order to present the operational semantics, we set some notation on finite
multisets. A finite multiset M over a set L is a map M : L → N such that
M−1 (N+ ) is finite. The difference of M and M0 is the multiset M \ M0 where
(M \ M0 )(l) = max(0, M(l) − M0 (l)). The union of two multisets M and M0 is
the multiset M∪M0 where (M∪M0 )(l) = M(l)+M0 (l). We say that M ⊂ M0
iff M(l) ≤ M0 (l) for all l ∈ L. Furthermore, we say that l ∈ M iff {l} ⊂ M.
Finally, we call ℘f m (L) the set of all finite multisets over L.
As discussed above, given a process Q = Q1 | . . . |Qm we need to construct the
initial state S 0 = {Q1 , . . . Qm } where Qi is an eligible process. This construction
is also useful during reduction, since after reducing some processes more parallel
compositions may appear.
To deal with the binding channel operator ν we consider a set of fresh channels F and a fresh function
fresh : C → F
that maps a channel c to a fresh channel c0 (that is, that does not occur anywhere
else) such that w(c) = w(c0 ). This fresh function insures that one can find a
channel c0 not occurring in any other process and therefore c0 can be considered
private to some process at hand. As expected, the communication through these
channels is not observed.
Once again, at this step we assume a fixed security parameter n and that all
iterations have been replaced by parallel compositions.
Definition 3. Given a process Q ∈ L without iteration we obtain the multiset
of sequences of Q, which we denote by MQ , as follows:
– MQ = {} whenever Q = 0;
– MQ = {Q} whenever Q is eligible and different from 0;
c
c
– MQ = MRfresh(c)
whenever Q = νc .R and where Rfresh(c)
is the process
where all free occurrences of c where replaced by fresh(c);
– MQ = MQ0 ∪ MQ00 whenever Q = Q0 |Q00 .
Instead of presenting the semantics with probabilistic labeled transition systems as in [16, 23], here we will use an alternative: Markov chains, a wellestablished concept from the stochastic processes community, following the style
in [19].
Recall that a Markov chain A over a set S can be modeled as a state machine
with state space S where transiting from state s to state s0 has probability
0 ≤ A(s, s0 ) ≤ 1. Obviously, these probabilities are such that for any s ∈ S
X
A(s, s0 ) = 1.
s0 ∈S

Example 3. The following simple Markov chain models the stochastic process of
independently tossing a fair coin ad nauseam:
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Markov chains are specially suited to model the semantics of the process
algebra, since, like in [16, 23], process reduction is probabilistic and depends
only of the (multi)set of subprocesses that remain to be reduced. Thus, the
semantics of a process Q is a Markov chain over the multisets of eligible process
subprocesses of Q.
In order to establish the semantics for all processes, one can consider a huge
Markov chain S, that given any multiset of eligible processes decides, accordingly
to some probabilistic rules, which terms should be reduced. Such Markov chain
is usually called a scheduler. Hence, given a multiset M of eligible processes
there is a probability S(M, M0 ) of reducing M to M0 . The semantics of a single
process Q is recovered by restricting the scheduler S to the states reachable from
the multiset MQ of sequences of Q.
Note that one can not accept any Markov chain as a scheduler. For instance,
if the scheduler is at state {}, and therefore there is no process to reduce, the
scheduler can not transit to, say, {Q} with positive probability. In other words,
S({}, {Q}) must be zero. Hence, if the scheduler transits from one state to another with positive probability then at least one reduction must be enabled. For
this reason, it is relevant to enumerate all possible reductions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Term reduction: a term not in the scope of any input is reduced.
Match: a match between terms occurs.
Mismatch: a mismatch between terms occurs.
Communication: two processes communicate via an input and output.
Termination: none of the previous reductions is enabled (and so reduction
has terminated).

Communication has lower priority than term reduction, match and mismatch.
Hence, communication is only enabled when none of the previous mentioned
reductions are enabled. As stated before, each reduction impose restrictions on
the scheduler. For instance, Termination imposes that if there is no reduction
enabled at state M then S(M, M) = 1. All other restrictions are more else
obvious and are captured in the following definition.
Definition 4. A scheduler S for a security parameter n is a Markov chain with
state space ℘f m (E) such that if S(M1 , M2 ) > 0 then one of the following conditions hold:
1. Term reduction: htic ∈ M1 and M2 = (M1 \ {htic }) ∪ {hmic }; htic not in the
scope of any input, t does not have any free variables, t evaluates to m0 with
positive probability and m corresponds to the least significant w(c)(|n|) bits
of m0 ; the transition probability is given by
X
S({htic }, {hmic }) =
P (t → m0 ).
m0 :m=m0 |w(c)(n)

2. Match: [t1 = t2 ].Q ∈ M1 where t1 , t2 are closed terms and M2 = (M1 \
{[t1 = t2 ].Q}) ∪ MQ ; the transition probability is given by
S({[t1 = t2 ].Q}, {Q}) = P (t1 = t2 ).

This transition is probable whenever there is a match expression in M1 and
t1 evaluates to the same value than t2 with positive probability.
3. Mismatch: [t1 = t2 ].Q ∈ M1 where t1 , t2 are closed terms and M2 = (M1 \
{[t1 = t2 ].Q}); the transition probability is given by
S({[t1 = t2 ].Q}, {}) = P (t1 6= t2 ).
This transition is probable whenever there is a match expression in M1 and
t1 evaluates to a different value than t2 with positive probability.
4. Communication: {hmic , (x)c .Q} ⊂ M1 ; all other transitions are not probable
for M1 ; M2 = (M1 \{hmic , (x)c .Q})∪MQxm where Qxm stands for the process
where we substitute all (free) occurrences of x by m in Q; This transition is
probable whenever there is a pair input/output for a channel c in M1 and
no term reduction, match or mismatch transition is probable.
5. Termination: M1 = M2 ; S(M1 , M2 ) = 1; and all other transitions are
not probable for M1 . Whenever all reductions were made, the only enabled
transition is the loop over the same state, which means that the reduction
has terminated (and therefore M1 is an absorbing state).
Note that from a practical view point, a scheduler can be seen as a process
dispatcher, that decides, based on some policy, which is the next process to
reduce. Moreover, schedulers are expected to have the following good properties:
1. Channel and variable independence: probabilities are independent of the
names of the channels and variables, that is:
– S(M1 , M2 ) = S(M1 xy , M2 xy ) provided that x occurs free with respect
to y in all processes of M1 and M2 .
– S(M1 , M2 ) = S(M1 cd , M2 cd ) where w(d) = w(c) and d does not occur
in all processes of M1 and M2 ;
2. Environment independence: probabilities are independent of the processes
which are not involved in the transition, that is
S(M1 , M2 |M ⊆ M1 ∩ M2 ) = S(M1 \ M, M2 \ M).
3. Computational efficiency: the scheduler is modeled by a probabilistic polynomial time Turing machine.
It is straightforward to check that the scheduler that gives uniform distribution
to all possible transitions verifies the above properties.
As stated before, the operational semantics for a process Q is defined by
restricting the scheduler.
Definition 5. Given a process Q and a scheduler S, the operational semantics
of Q is the subMarkov chain S(Q) of S consisting of all states reachable from
MQ such that S(Q)0 = MQ that is, the initial state of S(Q) is MQ .
Note that the loops in S(Q) are the absorbing transitions, and hence, all the
states are either transient or absorbing. This fact implies that for k sufficiently
large we have P (S(Q)k = S(Q)k+m ) = 1 for all m ∈ N. In other words, any
random sampling of S(Q) will end in an absorbing state, and therefore S(Q)
always terminates. This is more or less expected, since in [23] it has been shown
that S(Q) can be modeled by a PPT machine and so, S(Q) always terminates.

2.3

Observations

In order to establish the observations of a process Q, we consider a modulated
Markov process K(Q) = (S(Q), O(Q)) where O(Q) is the stochastic process of
observations of Q. The term modulated here means the probability distribution
over the observations is computable from the distribution over the states.
This process is defined as expected: when a communication with a public channel occurs the pair (channel,output) is observed; when another type of
transition occurs nothing is observed, which is modeled by the special symbol τ .
Hence, the set of observations is (C × N) ∪ {τ }. Naturally, the probabilities of
the observations are guided (modulated) by the probabilities on S(Q). Given a
scheduler S, we can obtain the global observation process K(S, O) as follows:
Definition 6. Given a scheduler S and a security parameter n, we define the observation modulated Markov process K = (S, O) where O is a stochastic process
over (U × N) ∪ {τ } such that:
– K((M1 , o1 ), (M2 , o2 )) = S(M1 , M2 ) whenever one of the following conditions hold:
• o2 = (c, m) and the public channel c outputs m in the transition of M1
to M2 in S (note that c can not be a fresh channel);
• o2 = τ and the transition from M1 to M2 in S was not a communication
over a public channel.
– K((M1 , o1 ), (M2 , o2 )) = 0 for all other cases.
Observe that K is indeed a Markov process modulated by S, since there exists
a function f such that K((M1 , o1 ), (M2 , o2 )) = S(M1 , M2 )f (M1 , M2 ). Once
again, by restricting K to S(Q) we obtain the required modulated stochastic
process of observations K(Q) for the process Q. For the sake of easing notation
we denote the set of all observations by Ob = (U × N) ∪ {τ }.
In order to establish observational equivalence, we need to compute the probability of observing some output o ∈ Ob at any point of the reduction trace. We
denote this probability by P (o ∈ T ) and it can be computed as follows:
Definition 7. Given an observation process K = (S, O) the probability of observing some output o ∈ Ob at any point of the reduction trace is


∞
i
X
^
P (o ∈ T ) =
P
O j ∈ Cj 
i=1

½
where Ci =

j=1

{o}
if j = i
.
Ob \ {o} otherwise

After fixing a scheduler S, the probability of the trace outputting o is calculated by an infinite series. Each term of the series represents the probability of o
being output for the first time at the i-th reduction step. Hence, for any process
Q, T (Q) measures the probability of Qn generating the output o at any point of
its reduction.
Next, we present a toy example to articulate the concepts discussed above.

Example 4. Start by considering the following simple process expression Q
< Rand + 1 >c | (x)c .hx + 1id | h2id | (y)d .hy + 1ie
where Rand is a uniform Bernoulli random variable taking values over {0, 1}
(that is, it has 12 probability of taking value 0 or 1). The multiset of sequences
of Q is
MQ = {< Rand + 1 >c , (x)c .hx + 1id , h2id , (y)d .hy + 1ie }.
We proceed by considering three different types of schedulers. For the sake of
simplicity we skip over some additions.
1) Assume that the scheduler gives more priority to reducing the leftmost processes than to reducing the rightmost ones. For this particular example, we
assume that MQ is ordered just to express clearly which terms are reduced first
by the scheduler. In that case S(Q) is as follows:
{hRand + 1i, (x)c .hx + 1id , h2id , (y)d .hy + 1ie }

r
rrr
r
r
r
rx rr
1
2

{h1ic , (x)c .hx + 1id ,
h2id , (y)d .hy + 1ie }

MMM
MMM 21
MMM
M&

{h2ic , (x)c .hx + 1id ,
h2id , (y)d .hy + 1ie }
1

1

²

²

{h2id , h2id , (y)d .hy + 1ie }

{h3id , h2id , (y)d .hy + 1ie }

1

1

²

²

{h2id , h3ie }

{h2id , h4ie }

D

Z

1

1

The modulated observation Markov process K(Q) = (S(Q), O(Q)) is:
{hRand + 1i, (x)c .hx + 1id , h2id , (y)d .hy + 1ie }

rr
rrr
r
r
rx rr
1 :τ
2

{h1ic , (x)c .hx + 1id ,
h2id , (y)d .hy + 1ie }

MMM
MMM12 :τ
MMM
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h2id , (y)d .hy + 1ie }
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1:hc,1i
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1:hd,3i

²
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Hence, the probability of observing an output in the trace T is as presented in
the following table:

hc, 1i

hc, 2i

hd, 2i

hd, 3i

τ

o

1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

1

0

where o is any output in Ob \ {hc, 1i, hc, 2i, hd, 2i, hd, 3i, τ }.
2) Now, suppose that the scheduler gives more priority to reducing the rightmost
processes than to reducing the leftmost ones. Once again we assume that the
multiset is ordered. In that case S(Q) (together with K(Q)) is as follows:
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Note that even if reduction is from the right to the left, evaluating Rand has
priority over any other reduction. The probability of observing an output in the
trace T is:
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where o is any output in Ob \ {hc, 1i, hc, 2i, hd, 2i, τ }.
3) Finally, suppose that the scheduler chooses uniformly which processes to
reduce. In that case S(Q) (together with K(Q)) is of the following form:
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The probability of observing an output in the trace T is:
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where o is any output in Ob \ {hc, 1i, hc, 2i, hd, 2i, hd, 3i, τ }.
From now on, we assume fixed once and for all a scheduler S. Thus, all
random quantities mentioned in the sequel are bound to S.
2.4

Observational Equivalence

Let us now discuss the asymptotic formulation of observational equivalence for
our process calculus introduced in [16, 23], which draws on two sources. One
source is programming language theory with its standard notion of observational equivalence of two programs P and Q, which intuitively means that in
any environment, P has the same observable behavior as Q does in that same
environment.

Another source of our asymptotic formulation is the notion of computational
indistinguishability by polynomial-time statistical tests, standard in cryptography [13, 30]. Intuitively, two probability distributions are computationally indistinguishable if it is not feasible to distinguish them. Stated somewhat more
formally, this means that the two distributions cannot be distinguished, up to
a negligible function of a security parameter, by probabilistic polynomial-time
tests.
In order to present the asymptotic formulation of observational equivalence
in detail in the setting of our calculus, we use the following definition of a context,
intended to formalize an intuitive idea of a program environment:
Definition 8. The set of contexts Ctx is defined inductively as follows: [ ] ∈
Ctx; νc .C[ ] ∈ Ctx provided that C[ ] ∈ Ctx; (x)c .C[ ] ∈ Ctx provided that
C[ ] ∈ Ctx; [t1 = t2 ].C[ ] ∈ Ctx provided that C[ ] ∈ Ctx; C[ ]|Q ∈ Ctx
provided that C[ ] ∈ Ctx and Q ∈ L; Q|C[ ] ∈ Ctx provided that C[ ] ∈ Ctx
and Q ∈ L; and !q C[ ] ∈ Ctx provided that C[ ] ∈ Ctx and q ∈ q.
Given a context C[ ] and a process expression Q, the notation C[Q] means
that we substitute the process Q for the [ ] in C[ ]. We recall that for each fixed
value k of the security parameter, the process C[Q])k is obtained from C[Q] by
replacing each subexpression !q R by q(|k|) copies of R in parallel.
Let us also recall that to establish the trace process T we rely on a probabilistic polynomial-time scheduler S and the associated observation process K.
Hence, any trace process T is parameterized by a probabilistic polynomial-time
scheduler S.
Definition 9. Let Q1 and Q2 be closed process expressions. We say that Q1
and Q2 are observationally equivalent or computationally indistinguishable iff for
every scheduler S, every context C[ ], every polynomial q(), every observation
(u, m) and n sufficiently large
|P (T (C[Q1 ])n ) = (u, m)) − P (T (C[Q2 ])n ) = (u, m))| ≤ 1/q(n).
In this case we write Q1 ' Q2 .
Therefore two closed process expressions are computationally indistinguishable iff they are indistinguishable by contexts, that is, there is no context that can
distinguish, up to a negligible function of the security parameter, the observable
behavior of the given process expressions in that context. Intuitively, this definition merges with the standard definition of computational indistinguishability,
since process expressions can be modeled by probabilistic polynomial-time Turing machines [23] and the contexts C[ ] induce the required distinguishing probabilistic polynomial-time tests. However, one benefit of our process languagebased approach is the following proposition:
Proposition 1. Computational indistinguishability is a congruence relation with
respect to the primitives of L.

Proof. Both symmetry and reflexivity are trivial to check. Transitivity follows
by triangular inequality, and taking into account that 21 q(n) is a polynomial.
Finally, congruence on the operators follows by noticing that for any contexts
C[ ] and C 0 [ ], C 0 [C[ ]] is also a context.
u
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3

Emulation and Composition Theorem

One rather flexible and expressive way of formulating the requirement that a
given protocol satisfy some security property or fulfills a cryptographic objective or task is by relating the given protocol to an ideal protocol that clearly
satisfies the property or fulfills the task. This idea appears in various forms already in [15, 6, 5, 20]. In our approach [22, 23, 17], motivated by [28, 29, 1], we
formulate the relationship between the given and the ideal protocol by means of
observational equivalence. It is also very useful, especially for security properties
that allow protocol participants to behave in an adversarial way toward each
other, to structure the notion of an ideal protocol so that the generic description of the security property or the cryptographic task itself is separated from
the description of the intended adversarial behavior of the participants or even
external adversaries. This may be presented by means of the so-called emulation
relation [7]. Let us discuss how this method may be expressed in our process
calculus framework.
Let I be a generic, ideal representation some cryptographic objective or task.
One can think of I as a generic process that accomplishes the objective. Such
a process I is sometimes called a functionality. The adversarial behavior, or
the threat model, may be expressed as the kind of environment B or an ideal
adversary, in the presence of which I is intended to be executed. In our setting
the description of the environment is given by means of families of contexts.
A similar distinction may be made between actual protocols, written as process expressions Q, and their intended adversaries A which are defined as certain
families of contexts. We say that a protocol Q securely realizes the functionality
I, or that Q emulates I, if for any real adversary, say represented by a context
A[ ] ∈ A, the trace process of A[Q] is observationally equivalent to the trace
process of B[I] for some ideal adversary, represented by a context B[ ] ∈ B,
where an ideal adversary is an adversary which cannot corrupt I. This property
asserts that given a real adversary A[ ] we cannot computationally distinguish
the public outputs of A[Q] from the public outputs of the well-behaved process
B[I] for some B[ ] ∈ B. Therefore, we infer that A[Q] is also well-behaved. Recall that we use outputs to model what information participants possess, so if
A is able to obtain some data efficiently from Q that A should have not, then
A can issue an output with such information. In this case, we would not find
any ideal adversary B which is able to gather from I similar information (by
choosing correctly the set Bof ideal adversaries), and hence, the trace process
of A[Q] is not going to be observationally equivalent from B[I] for any possible
ideal adversary B[ ] ∈ B.

This discussion leads to the concept of emulation with respect to a set of real
adversaries A and ideal adversaries B.
Definition 10. Let Q and I be closed process expressions and A and B sets
of contexts, then Q emulates I with respect to A and B iff for all contexts
A[ ] ∈ A there exists a context B[ ] ∈ B such that A[Q] ' B[I]. In such case
we write Q ≡A,B I and say that Q is an emulation of I, or that Q is a secure
implementation of I with respect to A and B.
A desirable property of the emulation relation is a compositionality property,
informally discussed in the setting for secure computation already in [20] and
more recently in [7]. Intuitively, if Q is a secure implementation of I, if R and
J are two protocols that use the ideal protocol I as a component, and if R is a
I
secure implementation of J, then RQ
should be a secure implementation of J.
This property may be formally captured in our process calculus as follows:
Theorem 1. Let Q, I be closed process expressions, let J[ ] and R[ ] be contexts,
and let A, B, C and D be sets of contexts. If R[B[I]] ≡C,D J[B[I]] for any B[ ] ∈ B
and Q ≡A,B I, A[ ] ∈ A there exists B[ ] ∈ B such that R[A[Q]] ≡C,D J[B[I]].
Proof. Let A[ ] ∈ A and B[ ] ∈ B be such that A[Q] ' B[I]. Now choose
some C[ ] ∈ C. Clearly C[R[A[Q]]] ' C[R[B[I]]] since ' is a congruence relation.
Moreover, since R[B[I]] ≡C,D J[B[I]], there is a D[ ] ∈ D such that C[R[B[I]]] '
D[J[B[I]]]. Finally, by transitivity of ', we have that C[R[A[Q]]] ' D[J[B[I]]]
and hence R[A[Q]] ≡C,D J[B[I]].
u
t
Ideal protocols often consist of a generic, honest part I and an ideal adversary
B, and are therefore of the form B[I]. This justifies why we consider R[B[I]] in
the proposition above instead of R[I]. Moreover, adversaries for R and J might
be different from those of Q and I. Therefore, we need to consider two pairs of
sets of contexts, C, D and A, B.
3.1

Example: Oblivious transfer

Oblivious transfer (OT) [27, 12, 14, 9] is a two-party protocol where one agent is
called the sender and the other the receiver. The sender’s input is a vector of k
bits b = b1 . . . bk and the receiver’s input is a number i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k. The purpose
of the protocol is, intuitively, to transfer the i-th bit bi of the vector b to the
receiver without revealing any other bit to the receiver and without revealing the
address i to the sender. We will refer to these two informal security requirements
as sender security and receiver security, respectively.
Following the general paradigm just discussed at the beginning of this Section, we would like to express either of these security requirements by means
of observational equivalence to a certain ideal protocol, in this case, an ideal
version of oblivious transfer. In an ideal setting there is a trusted and neutral
third party, T = (x)v .(y)v0 .hxy iv00 that expects the vector of k bits b from the
sender and the value i from the receiver, and then sends bi to the receiver, where

by convention bi = bk if i ≥ k. Informally, we can think of the sender and the
receiver as each communicating with T on separate private channels, or even
more simply, that the sender and the receiver are subsumed into T . In any case,
the only information T reveals to anyone is xy on channel v 00 . T has no other
outputs. T (or a copy of T with the channels renamed) is the oblivious transfer
functionality.
What are the appropriate threats to consider? In the worst case the adversary
may be adaptive [9], i.e., the adversary can corrupt any of the parties at any
point in response to data received during the protocol execution. We do not
discuss this threat model here. Rather, we restrict ourselves to the simpler and
somewhat weaker variant, the so-called non-adaptive or static adversaries [9],
which can corrupt parties only once, at the beginning of the protocol execution.
In this variant, it makes sense to consider several cases separately, depending on
which party, the sender or the receiver, is honest and which is an adversary, and
furthermore, the distinction between which is which does not change during the
run of the protocol. We consider only one case, where the sender is honest and
the receiver is an adversary, and in this case we are interested in sender security.
What should the static adversary receiver be able to do in the presence of the
ideal oblivious transfer, the functionality T ? In our setting everyone is bounded
by probabilistic polynomial time, so in any case the receiver’s output must be a
probabilistic polynomial-time computable function, say f , of the receiver’s input,
i, and of any reply that the receiver can get from T , that is, one bit of the vector
b. This may not be the very i-th bit because the receiver could have sent another
request, j, to T in order to gain more information. But T gives only one reply
so the receiver cannot learn more than one bit from T . That is, the adversary
receiver’s output must be of the form f (i, bg(i) ), where f and g are probabilistic
polynomial-time computable functions. We will assume that an ideal adversary
receiver is basically a parallel composition of processes, with one private call to a
subroutine (intended to be T ). The following definition describes this in a formal
way:
Definition 11. An ideal receiver adversary is a context B[ ] such that B[T ] is
observationally equivalent to R[T ], where R[ ] is a context of the form
P |(z1 )u1 . . . . (zm )um .(y)v1 .νv0 .νv00 .(ht(y)iv0 |[ ]|(z)v00 .Q),
where the other input channel of T (channel v in the description above) does
not occur and where the only output not corresponding to any input is public
and it occurs in Q, and this output is of the form ht0 (y, z)iu , where t and t0 are
terms. We denote the set of all ideal receiver adversaries by I.
Real adversaries that will attack a real sender have no restrictions whatsoever
to the amount of information they might obtain from interacting with a real
sender, other than that they must do that in probabilistic polynomial time, and
that they cannot corrupt the sender. We shall assume that a real adversary is a
process running in parallel with the sender, that is,

Definition 12. A real receiver adversary is a context of the form [ ]|A We denote
the set of all real receiver adversaries as R.
We say that a protocol QS |QR is a sender secure oblivious transfer protocol,
if the sender QS running in parallel with any real adversary emulates the ideal
setting, that is:
Definition 13. A protocol QS |QR is a sender secure oblivious transfer protocol
iff QS ≡R,I T .
Note that the condition that the definition imposes only involves the real
sender QS , not the real receiver QR . Furthermore, note that the correctness
condition on the protocol may be expressed in a similar way, by requiring that
QS |QR be observationally equivalent to R[T ] for some honest ideal adversary
receiver R[ ] that makes an honest request to T and outputs T ’s reply, i.e., such
that t(y) = y and t0 (z, y) = zy .
The following result is an immediate corollary of Theorem 1.
Proposition 2. The notion of sender secure is compositional. That is, let J[ ]
and K[ ] be contexts and let C and D be sets of contexts. If K[B[T ]] ≡C,D J[B[T ]]
for any B[ ] ∈ I and QS ≡R,I T , then for any adversary A ∈ R there exists
B[ ] ∈ I such that K[QS |A] ≡C,D J[B[T ]].
We now present a well-known oblivious transfer protocol. We consider the
version presented in [9, 14], which is an adaptation of the original protocol due
to Rabin [27]. In order to establish this protocol, one needs to introduce some
assumptions: a collection of trapdoor permutations f = {fα : Dα → Dα }α∈I ,
where each fα is probabilistic polynomial-time in n but hard to invert; a trapdoor generator G which is is probabilistic polynomial-time in n and generates a
pair (α, t) with α ∈ I; and a hard-core predicate B on f . Mind that for a pair
(α, t) there is a function f −1 (t, .), probabilistic polynomial-time in n, such that
f −1 (t, .) is the inverse of fα . Moreover, a hard-core predicate B : Dα → {0, 1}
is a predicate computable in polynomial time (in its input) such that knowing
fα (x) does not help to predict B(x), that is, it is hard to predict B from an image
by fα . We ask the reader to see [13] for more details on these assumptions.
Example 5 (Rabin OT protocol). The protocol is composed of two parallel agents,
the Sender and the Receiver. First, on k-bit input b1 . . . bk , the Sender selects a trapdoor pair (α, t) using a term G and private channel vS and then
sends α to the Receiver. Upon reading an input i and receiving α, the Receiver chooses uniformly and independently at random k elements e1 , . . . ek of
Dα and then, sends the elements y1 . . . yk to the Sender with yi = fα (ei ), and
yj = ej when j 6= i. (Thus the receiver knows fα−1 (yi ) = ei but cannot predict B(fα−1 (yj )) for any j 6= i.) When the Sender receives y1 . . . yk it sends
back the tuple (bj ⊕ B(f −1 (t, yj )))j∈{1,...,k} , where ⊕ denotes the usual bit addition operation. (Recall that f −1 (t, yj ) = fα−1 (yj ) for every j ∈ {1, . . . , k}.)
The Receiver upon receiving the tuple picks the i-th element ci and gets bi via
ci ⊕ B(ei ) = (bi ⊕ (B(fα−1 (fα (ei )))) ⊕ B(ei ) = bi . The protocol can be written
in the process calculus as follows:

– S = (b1 , . . . , bk )v0 .νvS (
hGivS |
(α, t)vS . (
hαiv2 |
(y1 , . . . , yk )v3 hb1 ⊕B(f −1 (t, y1 )), . . . , bk ⊕B(f −1 (t, yk ))iv4
)
);
– R = (i)v1 .(α)v2 .νvR . (!k hRand(Dα )ivR )|
(e1 )vR . . . (ek )vR . (
he1 , . . . , ei−1 , fα (ei ), ei+1 , . . . , ek iv3 |
(c1 , . . . , ck )v4 . hci ⊕ B(ei )iu
).
Proposition 3. The Rabin OT protocol is not sender secure.
Proof. The honest receiver in the protocol is too generous: an adversary receiver
can easily do for each j 6= i what the honest receiver in the Rabin protocol
does only for i, and thus get from the sender all the bj ’s. That is, consider the
following real receiver adversary:
R[i] = (i)v1 .(α)v2 .νvR . (!k hRand(Dα )ivR )|
(e1 )vR . . . (ek )vR . (
hf (e1 ), . . . , f (ek )iv3 |
(c1 , . . . , ck )v4 . hc1 ⊕ B(e1 ), . . . , ck ⊕ B(ek )iu
).
It is easy to see that this receiver outputs all the bi ’s. Clearly this is a successful
attack by the receiver, who learns the entire input string of the sender. Formally,
the output containing all the bi ’s can be computationally distinguished from an
output of an ideal receiver adversary, which is of the form f (i, bg (i)), where f
and g are probabilistic polynomial-time functions.
u
t
In Section 8 of the full paper [9] and in Section 7.4 of [14] it is shown how to
compile this protocol into an oblivious transfer that is sender secure as well as
receiver secure. A related compilation method is discussed in [8]. The details of
the compiler itself can be expressed in our process calculus, but that falls beyond
the scope of this paper.

4

Related work

We briefly compare our approach with related work based on interactive Turing
machines [7, 9] and secure reactive systems [25, 26, 3, 4].
The approach in [7, 9] is formulated in terms of interactive Turing machines
(ITM), which are basically the familiar Turing machines with several additional
tapes: read-only random input tape, read-and-write switch tape (consisting of
a single cell), and a pair of communication tapes, one read-only and the other
write-only. Several ITMs can be linked through their communication tapes. The

security parameter, usually written in unary, is a shared input among a collection
of linked ITMs, but each ITM may have separate, additional inputs. It is assumed
that the linked ITMs are polynomial-time in the security parameter. Details may
be found in [7, 13].
The framework proposed in [7] involves a relationship between a real model
representing protocol execution of actual protocols and an ideal model representing a generic version of a cryptographic task. A protocol in the real model
securely realizes the task if it emulates an ideal process for the task. Either model
consists of a finite set of ITMs representing the parties in the protocol, another
ITM representing the protocol adversary, and yet another ITM representing the
computational environment, including other protocol executions and their adversaries, other users, etc. The environment has external input known only to
itself. The environment provides the inputs to other parties and it reads their
outputs. The basic idea is that from the environment’s point of view, executing the protocol in the real model should look the same as the ideal process. In
somewhat more detail, a real protocol P securely realizes an ideal process I if for
any real adversary A there is an ideal adversary S such that no environment can
tell with non-negligible probability whether it is interacting with P and A in the
real model or with I and S in the ideal model. A general composition theorem
is proved in [7] and a wide variety of protocols have been studied in this framework in [7, 9] and in several other papers. A related framework based on secure
reactive systems, in which ITMs are seen from the perspective of input/output
automata [18] is studied in [25, 26, 3, 4].
In comparison, keeping in mind that our language of functional terms is rich
enough to reflect probabilistic polynomial-time computable functions (and only
those functions), functions computed by single ITMs may be represented in the
framework discussed in this paper by simple process expressions, with channels
representing communication tapes. Keeping in mind that our language of functional terms is rich enough to reflect probabilistic polynomial-time computable
functions. Finite sets of ITMs may be represented by a parallel composition
of processes, or more generally, by contexts that involve parallel composition.
Adversaries and the environment are represented by contexts. In this paper we
presented this in more detail in the example of oblivious transfer in the case of
non-adaptive adversaries. We have investigated several other protocols in this
light and we believe there is a general correspondence between our framework
and the frameworks based on ITMs. In this regard it is useful to remember that
any process expression in our calculus is provably executable in probabilistic
polynomial-time [23]. An interesting technical point is that we consider external probabilistic polynomial-time schedulers of input/output communications on
channels while in [7] the scheduling of communications is done by the adversary.
It is possible, however, to force the scheduling by structuring the contexts appropriately, in particular the contexts playing the role of the adversary. This
feature is already present in the specific example in the previous section.

5

Conclusions

We have expressed security requirements for cryptographic protocols in the
framework of a probabilistic polynomial-time process calculus. We have also
proved an abstract composition theorem for security properties. These results
provide a framework for a compositional analysis of security protocols. We
showed how to express an oblivious transfer protocol and its security requirements in the process calculus. Finally, we have discussed a relationship between
our process calculus and the interactive Turing machine approaches in [7, 25].
There are several advantages of using a process calculus instead of interactive
Turing machines. Namely, the process calculus is a much more natural and clear
language for specifying protocols than the low-level vocabulary of interactive
Turing machines. Indeed, the precise, formal process calculus expressions remind
one of high-level programming language code and are often actually shorter than
even the informal descriptions of the protocol in English, let alone the low-level
details of Turing machines. Another advantage lies in the fact that compositional
issues are dealt with in an intrinsic, built-in way using process calculus. Indeed,
in order to show the composition theorem, it is enough to prove a congruence
property for the emulation relation. The candidate for the congruence relation is
obvious: if A emulates B then C[A] emulates C[B] for any context C. Moreover,
we note that probabilistic polynomial-time process calculus provides an adequate
setting for the concepts related to computational security, since both the parties
and the adversaries expressed in the process calculus are provably bounded by
probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms. Indeed, the work presented here may
be seen as a contribution to the more general effort of giving rigorous definitions
of security properties independent or particular protocols.
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